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ABSTRACT
This work presents a technique for synthesizing adjustable planar, five-bar motion generators to
approximate prescribed rigid-body positions and satisfy rigid-body positions with prescribed
tolerances. This method is an extension of the adjustable planar five-bar motion generation
method introduced by the authors (1). By incorporating rigid-body point tolerances in the rigidbody displacement matrices, the calculated circle and center point curves of the five-bar
mechanism become circle and/or center point regions. From these regions, fixed and moving
pivots for the five-bar mechanism can be selected that approximate the prescribed rigid-body
positions and satisfy rigid-body positions with prescribed tolerances. The example in this work
considers two-phase moving pivot adjustments in the planar five-bar motion generator..

GENERATION DE MOUVEMENTS POLYPHASIQUE D'UN MECANISME
A CINQ BARRES AVEC DES TOLERANCES DE CORPS RIGIDE .
PRESCRITES
RESUME
Cet article presente une technique synthetisant des generateurs de mouvements planaires
ajustables a cinq barres pour serapprocher des positions de corps rigide prescrites et d'y
satisfaire avec les tolerances prescrites. Cette methode est un prolongement de la methode de
generation de mouvements planaires ajustables a cinq barres presentee par les auteurs (1). En
incorporant les tolerances de points de corps rigide dans les matrices de deplacement de corps
cinq barres
rigiae, les courbes du cercle et des points de centre caclulees du mecanisme
deviennent les regions du cercle et des points de centre. Au moyen de ces regions, il est
possible de selectionner les pivots fixes ou mobiles du mecanisme a cinq barres afin de se
rapprocher des positions de corps rigide prescrites et d'y satisfaire avec les tolerances
prescrites. L'exemple de cet article iIIustre des ajustements a un pivot mobile diphasique dans
Ie
generateur
de
mouvements
planaire
a
cinq
barres.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Planar Five-Bar Mechanism
The planar four-bar mechanism and planar five-bar mechanism (Figure 1) share several
distinct characteristics that make the two practical solutions (in design and implementation) for
mechanical applications. Both mechanisms typically share the same joint type (revolute joint).
The two mechanisms are also bounded by planar workspaces, and subsequently, share the
same parallel joint axis orientations. The additional link in the five-bar mechanism however
gives it an advantage over its four-bar cousin. Due to the additional link in the planar five-bar
mechanism (and possibly, the additional degree of freedom), it can achieve more intricate
combinations of rigid-body orientations than the planar four-:-bar mechanism.

o

carrying
block
crate

~
Figure 1. Five-bar mechanism used in package handling

1.2 Motion Generation And Multi-Phase Motion Generation
In motion generation, it is required that a rigid-body affixed to a mechanism approximate a
single series of prescribed positions. Using the loading mechanism illustrated in Figure 1 as an
example, the rigid-body could be represented by the "carrying block" and the prescribed rigidbody positions could be those needed in the carrying block to deliver a crate from one conveyor
belt to the next.
Unlike the single series of prescribed rigid-body positions required in motion generation, in
multi-phase motion generation a mechanism must approximate multiple phases of prescribed
rigid-body positions. Each phase of prescribed rigid-body positions can be approximated given
a particular mechanism configuration. In order for a single mechanism to achieve a multi-phase
motion generation application, the mechanism must be designed with adjustable features
(adjustable fixed and moving pivots for example). The user need only adjust the adjustable
features of the mechanism to obtain the necessary configurations required to achieve the
particular phase of rigid-body positions.
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A five-bar mechanism with adjustable moving pivots a and c is illustrated in Figure 2. When
moving pivots a1 and C1 are incorporated, one series (or phase) of prescribed rigid-body
positions is achieved and a different series of positions is achieved when a1n and C1n are
incorporated. The appeal of adjustable motion generators is that multiple phases of prescribed
rigid-body positions can be achieved using essentially the same mechanism hardware.
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Figure 2. Five-bar motion generator with adjustable moving pivots
1.3 Rigid-Body Tolerance Consideration
Two phases of prescribed rigid-body positions are illustrated in Figure 3. The x and ycoordinates of each corner point denote the position and orientation. of the rigid-body in 2-D
space. Although position 1, 2, 4 and 6 denote precise rigid-body positions, position 3 and 5 do
not. The latter "positions" are in fact planar regions that the respective rigid-body points must
line within. The regions in positions 3 and 5 represent tolerances placed on these rigid-body
positions.
The challenge in Figure 3 is to design an adjustable five-bar mechanism to
approximate the precise prescribed rigid-body positions and satisfy the prescribed tolerance
constraints of the rigid-body position with tolerances.
In motion generation applications, it may not be necessary for all of the prescribed rigid-body
positions to have precise orientation in space. A particular rigid-body position may have several
possible orientations that are acceptable for the application. The "possible orientations" of the
rigid-body position can be expressed as tolerances placed on a position.
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Figure 3. Rigid-body positions and positions with tolerances
1.4 Literature Review and Scope of Work

In the area five-bar mechanism design, Balli and Chand (2) introduced a complex number
method for the synthesis of a planar five-bar motion generator with prescribed timing. The
authors also introduced a method to synthesize a planar five-bar mechanism of variable
topology type with transmission angle contol (3). Noklebyand Podhorodeski (4) introduced an
optimization method to synthesize Grashof five-bar mechanisms. Wang and Van (5) introduced
an approach for synthesizing planar five-bar linkages with five prescribed precision positions.
Basu and Farhang (6) introduced a mathematical formulation for the approximate analysis and
design of two-input, small-crank five-bar mechanisms for function generation. Dou and Ting (7)
introduced a method to identify to.rotatabilityand branch condition in linkages containing simple
geared five-bar chains. Lin and Chaing (8) extended pole method for use in the synthesis
planar, geared five-bar function generators. Ge and Chen (9) introduced a software-based
approach for the atlas method on path synthesis of geared five-bar mechanisms. The two
authors also studied the effect of ling length, crank angles and gear tooth ratio on the motion of
the geared five-bar linkage (10). Li and Dao (11) introduced a complex number method for the
synthesis for geared, five-bar guidance mechanisms.
This work presents a technique for synthesizing adjustable planar, five-bar motion
generators to approximate prescribed precise rigid-body positions and satisfy rigid-body
positions with pre~cribed tolerances. By incorporating rigid-body point tolerances in the rigidbody displacement matrices, the calculated circle and center point curves of the five-bar
mechanism become circle and/or center point regions. From these regions, fixed and moving
pivots for the five-bar mechanism can be selected that approximate the prescribed precise rigidbody positions and satisfy rigid-body positions with prescribed tolerances. The example in this
work considers two-phase moving pivot adjustments in the planar five-bar motion generator.
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2~

PLANAR RIGID-BODY GUIDANCE

2.1 Precise Position Rigid-Body Guidance
In this work, links aO-a1 and b o-b1 in Figure 4 are the driving links (denoted by driving link
angles e and <1». Links ao-a1 and b1-C1 ofthe planar five-bar mechanism are synthesized using
the constant length condition. The constant length constraints given in Equation 1 and Equation
2 (12,13) are satisfied when synthesizing links aO-a1 and b1-C1 of the planar five-bar mechanism.
The angle <1>1 in variable b 1 is the initial orientation angle for link bo-b1 and is prescribed.

=(a1 - ao)T(a1 b j) =(C1 - b 1)T(C1 -

(aj - aof(aj - ao)

ao)

(Cj - b/(Cj -

b 1)

=2, 3,
j =2,3,

j

n
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n
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and
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1
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0 0 1

Equation 1 and Equation 2 can be rewritten as Equation 5 and Equation 6 respectively. In
Equation 5, the variable R1 represents the length of link aO-a1 and the variable Rs represents the
length of link b1-C1 in Equation 6. The variable R2 in Equation 2 represents the length of link bo-

b 1•

=Rl j =2,3,
bj) =Rs2 j =2,3,

(aj - ao)T(aj - ao)
(Cj - b/(cj -
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'Figure 4. Planar five-bar mechanism with driving link angles
and r

e and ~ and rigid-:body points p, q

Equation 3 is a rigid body displacement matrix. It is a derivative of the spatial rigid-body
displacement matrix (12, 13). Given the coordinates for a rigid-body in position "i" and the
subsequent "j," matrix [Dij] is the transformation matrix required to transform coordinates from
position "i" to position "j."Variables p, q and r in Equation 3 represent the position of the rigidbody in two-dimensional space. Although the position of a rigid-body in two-dimensional space
is commonly described by a single point and a displacement angle (p and e for example), the
authors chose to describe the rigid-body using three points for computational purposes. Since
there are four variables in each equation (aox, aoy, a1x, aoy and b1x, b1y, C1x and C1y), a maximum
of five rigid-body positions can be prescribed, with no arbitrary choice of parameter for a single
phase (see Table 1).
Points p, q and r should not all lie on the same line in each rigid-body position. Taking this
precaution prevents the rows in the rigid-body displacement matrix (Equation 3) from becoming
proportional. With proportional rows, this matrix cannot be inverted.
In Table 1, the maximum numbers of prescribed rigid-body positions for the adjustable
planar five-bar motion generator for several phases are given. The number of fixed and moving
pivot coordinates for the links to be synthesized (links aO-a1 and b1-C1) determine the maximum
number of rigid-body positions. In the example problem in this work, an adjustable planar fivebar mechanism is designed to achieve a two-phase moving pivot adjustment application.
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Table 1. Prescribed rigid-body position and phase variations for the adjustable planar five-bar
mechanism
Link b 1-c

Link ao-a
number of
phases

max. number of
rigid-body positions

number of
unknowns

number of
free choices

number of
unknowns

number of
free choices

1

5

4

0

6

2

3

11

8

0

10

2

m

5+3(m-1)

2+2m

0

6+2(m -1)

2

2.2 Rigid-Body Guidance With Tolerances
To incorporate rigid-body point tolerances, the rigid-oody displacement matrix [D ij] in
Equation 7 must be used in the constant length constraints in Equation 5 and Equation 6. In
Equation 7, op, oq and or represent the specified upper and lower rigid-body point tolerances.

(7)

Since points p, q and r lie on a rigid-body, these points must satisfy the constant length
constraints of a rigid-body with and without tolerances. In other words, the distances between p
and q, q and r, andp and r must equal the distances between p±op and q±oq, q±oq and r±or,
and p±op and r±or respectively. In this work, the coordinates of the rigid-body positions and the
rigid-body position tolerances were prescribed using Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) software.
Using such software, points p, q and r can be dynamically oriented and measured in twodimensional space (thus jUdiciously prescribing the rigid-body positions and prescribing the
position tolerances without violating the constant length constraints of the rigid-body).
3. ADJUSTABLE FIVE-BAR MECHANISM AND MOTION GENERATION EQUATIONS
This work considers two-phase moving pivot adjustments of the five-bar mechanism (with
constant link lengths). In such a problem, the required unknowns are ao, a1, a1n, b 1, C1 and C1n
(see Figure -2). Variables a1 and C1 represent the moving pivots required to achieve the
prescribed. phase 1 rigid-body positions. Variables a1n and C1n represent the moving pivots
required to achieve the prescribed phase 2 rigid-body positions. Since variables ao, a1, a1n, C1
and C1n have two unknown components each (the x and y-component) and variable b 1 has four
unknown components (box, boy, R2 and ~1), there are a total of 14 variables to determine.
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Equations 8 through 10 were used to calculate three of the four unknowns in ao and a1. The
variable aox and the link length R 1 were specified. Equations 8 through 10 represent the phase
1 adjustment of link ao-a.

=0
([Dda1 - ao?([D 13]a1- ao) - Rl =0
([D 14]a1 ..... ao)T([D 14]a1- ao) - Rl =0
2

([D121a1 - ao?([D121a1- ao) - R 1

(8)
(9)
(10)

Equations 11 through 13 were used to calculate three of the four unknowns in ao and a1n.
The variable aox and the link length R 1 were specified. Equations 11 through 13 represent the
phase 2 adjustment of link ao-a.
([D 5e]a1n - ao)T([D5e]a1n- ao) - R1

(11 )

([D57]a1n -

=0
ao?([D 57]a1n- ao) - Rl =0

(12)

=0

(13)

2

2

(a1n - ao)T(a1n-ao) - R1

In gear-driven (Figure 1), chain-driven and belt-driven five-bar mechanisms, the driving link
angles have a functional relationship (e.g. 8~ = f(8e) = k*8e). This relationship depends on the
ratios of the gears, sprockets or pulleys connecting both driving links in the mechanism. To
accommodate such drive types for the planar five-bar mechanism, the driving link angles 8e
must be determined first. These angles are the angles between [D1j]a1-aO-a1 in phase 1 and
[DSj]a1n-aO-a1n in phase 2. After calculating the 8e angles, the user can then establish a 8~
f(88) k*8e relationship and calculate the driving link angles 8~.
Equations 14 through 16 were used to calculate C1 and R3. The components of variable b 1
(box, boy, ~1 and the link length R2 ) were specified. Equations 14 through 16 represent the phase
1 adjustment of link b 1-c.

=

=

(14)
T

. 2

([D 13]C1 - [T2]b1) ([D 13]C1- [T2lb1) -

Rs = 0

(15)

([D 14]C1 - [T3]b1)T([D 14]c1- [T3]b1) -

Rl =0

(16)

Equations 17 through 19 were used to calculate C1n and R3. The components of variable b 1
(box, boy, ~1 and the link length R2 ) were specified. Equations 17 through 19 represent the phase
2 adjustment of link b 1-c.

Rs2 =0

(17)

([Ds7]C1n - [T7]b 1)T([Ds7]C1n- [T7]b1) -

Rl =0

(18)

(C1n - b 1)T(C1n- b 1) -

Rl =0

(19)

([Dse]C1n - [Te]b1)T([D 5e]c1n- [Te]b1) -
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4. MOVING PIVOT ADJUSTMENT EXAMPLE

The synthesis of a two-phase moving pivot adjustable motion generator is exemplified in this
section. Listed in Table 2 are the dimensionless X and V-coordinates of rigid-body points p, q
and r for seven prescribed rigid-body positions (where 0 = ±0.01).
To constructthe boundaries for the regions representing variables ao, a1 and a1n (the solid
bold lines in Figure 5), a locus of solutions were calculated using Equations 8 through 13. The
two boundaries for each region for variables ao, a1 and a1n in Figure 5 were produced by
calculating two solution loci from Equations 8 through 13 (one using 0 = +0.01 and the other
using 0 = -0.01). Using Equatic>ns8through 10, variables a1x, cl1y and aOy were calcUlated for a
specified range of values for aox (where aox =-0.1, -0.08....0.1). Using Equations 11 through 13,
variables a1nx, a1ny and aOy were calculated for a specified range of values for aox (where aox =0.1, -0.08... 0.1). The initial guesses for Equations 8 though 13 are the following (with R1 =1
specified):
aOy = 0.02

a1 = (0.1, 0.9)

a1n = (0.1, 0.9)

With the solution regions for variables ao, a1 and a1n constructed, solutions were then
selected from them as illustrated in Figure 5. The solutions selected are listed immediately
below. The constant length condition R1 =1 from Equations 8 through 13 was maintained during
the selection process. It is important to note that like the ao regions in Figure 5, there are
overlapping portions of regions a1 and a1n. A selection from the overlap represents a single
moving pivot that would satisfy phase 1 and phase 2 rigid-body positions and tolerances.
Rather that employing such an option, the authors selected one solution from each region since
the goal is to produce a five-bar mechanism with adjustable moving pivots.
ao

=(0, 0)

a1 = (0.1736, 0.9848)

a1n = (0.1101, 0.9939)

The displacement angles oe for link aO-a1 and aO-a1n were then calculated for each rigid-body
displacement ([D 1j]a1 and [D sj]a1n). These displacement angles are 10°, 15° and 20° for phase 1
(link aO-a1) and -15° and -20° for phase 2 (link aO-a1n). The displacement for angles 0<1> for the
prescribed link b o-b1 were calculated using the relationship 0<1> = f(oe) = 0.5*oe. This relationship
produced the displacement angles of 5°,7.5° and 10° for phase 1 and -7.5° and _10° for phase

2.
To construct the boundaries for the regions representing variables C1 andc1n (the solid bold
lines in Figure 5) in Figure 5, a locus of solutions were calculated using Equations 14 through
19. The two boundaries for each region for variables C1 and C1n in Figure 5 were produced by
calculating two solution loci from Equations 14 through 19 (one using 0 = +0.01 and the other
using 0 = -0.01). Using Equations 14 through 16, variables C1x, c1y and R3 were calculated for a
specified range of values for R2 (where R2 =0.5, 0.55.... 1). Using Equations 17 through 19,
variables C1nx, C1ny and R3 were calculated for a specified range of values for R2 (where R 2 =0.5,
0.55... 1). The bold dashed line in Figure 5 represents variable b 1. This variable is based on the
specified values of b o, <1>1 and R2 .The initial guesses for Equations 8 though 13 are the following
(with box =0.7842, boy = -0.0018, <1>1 = 30° specified):

Rs =1
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With the solution regions for variables C1 and C1n constructed, solutions were then selected
from them as illustrated in Figure 5. Thesolutions selected are listed immediately below. It is
important to note that there are overlapping portions of regions C1 and C1n. A selection from the
overlap represents a single moving pivot that would satisfy phase 1 and phase 2 rigid-body
positions and tolerances. Rather that employing such an option, the authors selected one
solution from each region since the goal is to produce a five-bar mechanism with adjustable
moving pivots.
b1

=(1.3977, 0.3732)

C1

=(0.7550,1.1393)

C1n

=(0.8204,1.1897)

Table 2. Prescribed rigid-body positions for the adjustable planar five-bar motion generator
Phase 1

p

q

r

Pos.1

0.0536, 1.0541

0.2896,1.3620

0.8139,1.2572

Pos.2

-0.1092, 1.0853

0.1674, 1.3573

0.6720, 1.1804

Pos.3

-0.1882 ± 0, 1.0911

0.1119 ± 0, 1.3369

0.5984 ± 0, 1.1151

Pos.4

-0.2606, 1.0927

0.0705, 1.2948

0.5218,1.0079

Phase 2
Pos.5

0.0536, 1.0541

0.2896,1.3620

0.8139,1.2572

Pos.6

0.3008 ± 0, 0.9851

0.5013±o,1.3172

1.0340 ± 0, 1.2710

Pos. 7

0.3785,0.9474

0.5657, 1.2871

1.0998, 1.2621

Note: Rigid-body positions 1 and 5 are shared
The synthesized adjustable five-bar motion generator is illustrated in Figure 6. To maintain
the o~ f(08) 0.5*08 relationship, a gear train with an input-output ratio between the driving
links of 2:1 was incorporated. The same input-output r~tions is required if pulleys, sprockets or
motors are incorporated between the driving links of the mechanism. The rigid-body positions
achieved by the adjustable planar five-bar motion generator are included in Table 3. The
positions approximate those in Table 2 and satisfy the prescribed rigid-body point tolerances.
The displacement angles are 10°, 15° and 20° for link aO-a1 and -15° and -20° for link aO-a1n'

=

=
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Figure 5. Tolerance regions and pivot selections for 5-bar motion generator
Q1,5

Figure 6. Synthesized adjustable 5-bar mechanism
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Table 3. Rigid body positions achieved by the adjustable planar five-bar motion generator
Phase 1

p

q

r

Pos.1

0.0536, 1.0541

0.2896,1.3620

0.8139,1.2572

Pos.2

-0.1030, 1.0852

0.1680,1.3627

0.6761,1.1961

Pos.3

-0.1797, 1.0898

0.1096, 1.3482

0.6052, 1.1473

Pos.4

-0.2530, 1.0878

0.0565,1.3215

0.5339, 1.0807

Phase 2
Pos.S

0;0536, 1.0541

0.2896,1.3620

0.8139,1.2572

Pos.6

0.2991, 1.0049

0.5094, 1.3308

1.0405, 1.2686

Pos.7

0.3768, 0.9737

0.5772, 1.3058

1.1100, 1.2597

Note: Rigid-body positions 1 and 5 are shared
5. DISCUSSION
The region boundaries produced and illustrated in Figure 5 are comparable to Burmester
Curves (12, 13). Burmester Curves represent a locus of fixed/moving pivot solutions and are
often used in motion generation applications. When adjusting the moving pivots of the
synthesized five-bar mechanism in Figure 6, the gear train (or pulley, motor or sprocket system)
remains fixed. To accommodate this adjustment, detachable connections should exist between
both driving links and their respective gears; Although the position of a rigid-body in twodimensional space is commonly described by a single point and a displacement angle (p and e
for example), the authors chose to describe the rigid-body using three points for computational
purposes. Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) software was to prescribe the mechanism parameters
in this work and mathematics software was used to compute the mechanism solutions. This
software enabled the tabulated prescribed and calculated mechanism parameters to be
expressed with four decimal places.
6. CONCLUSION
A new technique for synthesizing adjustable planar, five-bar motion generators to
approximate prescribed rigid-body positions and satisfy rigid-body positions with prescribed
tolerances is presented in this work. By incorporating rigid-body point tolerances in the rigidbody displacement matrices, the calculated circle and center point curves of the five-bar
mechanism become circle and/or center point regions. From these regions, fixed and moving
pivots for the five-bar mechanism can be selected that .approximate the prescribed rigid-body
positions and satisfy rigid-body positions with prescribed tolerances. This work considers twophase moving pivot adjustments in the planar five-bar motion generator.
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